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To
The Officer in Charge
Beliatore Police Station, Bankura

Sub :- FIR 
l

Sir,
With due respect I, ASI Anil Kumar Majhi Kr. Maji of Beliatore PS,

produced herewith one accused namely Ashoke Nunia s/o- Lt. Rajinder Nunia
of Durgapur Kanchrapara near Durgapur Bus Stand, PS- Coke oven, Dist-
Paschim Burdwan along with one improvised country made Fire Arms having
its barrel approx 12 cm with wooden Butt of approx 7 cm with trigger, hammer
and spring fitted with it and. 02 nos of 8 mm ammunition under proper seizure
list as alamat.

The fact of the case in brief is that I along with accompany force namely-
C/1737 Srikanta Mondal, Cl87O Naren Bagdi and HG- Judhistir Pal all of
Beliatore PS were performing night mobile duty at Beliatore PS area vide
Beliatore PS C.C. No-1076/18 dtd- 17.04.18. Today i.e. on L8.4.18 at about
03.05 hrs in course of patrolling duty near Dhabani Petrol Pump found that
one person was moving suspiciously near Dhabani Petrol pump . Seeing police
party he tried to hide himself behind the bushes. Somehow myself along with
accompany force apprehend and detained him. On being asked he stated
different statement in different times about his presence at that place. Also
asked some available local people about his identity but none could say
anything about him. On being asked he stated his identity as Ashoke Nunia
s/o- Lt.Rajinder Nunia of Durgapur Kanchrapar near Durgapur Bus Stand,
PS- Coke Oven, Dist- Paschim Burdwan. I asked two people of the locality
namely L. Dhananjoy Chatterjee s/o- Lt. Ram Kinkar Chatterjee of Dhabani,
PS- Beliatore, Dist- Bankura ar:d 2. Dipen Gorai s/o- Rabi Gorai of Slrsara, PS-
Beliatore, Dist- Bankura and searched the suspected person and found one fire
arms loaded with one round of 8 mm ammunition was kept behind waist under
his wearing shirt and one round of live ammunition was kept in his pocket of
the pant. I asked him to show documents for keeping such arms and
ammunition with him but failed to give any reasonable answer in his favour for
keeping such fire arms and ammunition with him. Accordingly I seized the said
Arms & ammunition under proper seizure list duly signed by the witnesses and
sealed and labeled the same in presence of witnesses. I arrested him after
disclosing the ground of his arrest under proper arrest memo. Interrogated him
thoroughly" and during interrogation he stated that he along with his other
associates were assembles there for snatching near Dhabani Patrol pump.

Therefore I pray that necessary legal action may kindly be taken against
the accused person and arrange investigation of this case.

Enclosed : 1. Original seizure List,
2. Arrest memo and Inspection Memo
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(Ani1 Kumar Maji)
ASI of Police, Baliatore PS

Bankura


